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1.All.references.to.Mill’s.works.pertain.to.the.Collected Works of John Stuart Mill.
(hereinafter.CW),.general.editor.J ..M ..Robson,.I–XXXIII.(Toronto.–.London:.University.
of.Toronto.Press.–.Routledge,.1963-1991) .
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he.linked.especially.with.Romanticism.and.Saint-Simonism,.was.one.of.
enthusiasm.and.eclectic.acceptance ..In.a.letter.to.John.Sterling.dated.Oc-










man.happiness.(Earlier Letters,.in.CW.XII,.p ..84) ..While.such.positions.
were.given.some.space.in.his.writings.from.this.period,.such.as.The Spirit 
of the Age.(1831),.Mill.quickly.changed.his.ideas ..In.a.letter.to.Carlyle.
from.January.1834.he.recognizes.that.he.had.been.overwhelmed.by.his.
reaction.to.the.narrowness.of.his.utilitarian.teachers,.and.had.thus.become.
“catholic. and. tolerant. in. an.extreme.degree,. and. thought.one-sidedness.
almost.the.one.great.evil.in.human.affairs.[…]”.(Earlier Letters,.in.CW.


































emphasize. the. incompatibility. of. the. diverse. philosophical. trends. that.
find.expression.in.Mill’s.writings ..In.his.classic.work.The Philosophy of 
John Stuart Mill,2.Anschutz.presented.Mill.as.an.author.torn.between.the.


















2.R .. P ..Anschutz,. The Philosophy of J. S. Mill. (Oxford:. Clarendon,. 1953,. 2nd. ed ..
1963) .
3.A ..Ryan,.J. S. Mill.(London:.Routledge.and.Kegan.Paul,.1974) .
4.J ..Skorupski,.John Stuart Mill.(London:.Routledge,.1989) .
5. N .. Capaldi,. John Stuart Mill: A Biography. (Cambridge:. Cambridge. University.
Press,.2004);.R ..Devigne,.Reforming Liberalism: J. S. Mill’s Use of Ancient, Religious, 
and Romantic Moralities.(New.Haven.–.London:.Yale.University.Press,.2006) ..See.also.R ..
J ..Halliday,.John Stuart Mill.(London:.George.Allen.and.Unwin,.1976) .
6.T ..H ..Irwin,.“Mill.and.the.Classical.World”,.in.J ..Skorupski.(ed .),.The Cambridge 
Companion to Mill.(Cambridge:.Cambridge.University.Press,.1998),.pp ..423–463;.N ..Ur-
binati,.Mill on Democracy: From the Athenian Polis to Representative Government.(Chi-
cago:.University.of.Chicago,.2002) .




here .. One. concerns. the. specific. interpretation. of. this. notion. of. the. self.
and. its.perfectibility;. the.other.concerns. the. traditional.problem.of.how.




















himself,.but.of.each.by.all.the.rest”.(On Liberty,.in.CW.XVIII,.p ..219) .
At.this.point,.the.possibility.emerges.that.the.same.majority.of.peo-













it. within. the. narrow. sphere. of. the. individual’s. money-getting. pursuits”.
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(Civilization,. in.CW.XVIII,. pp .. 125,. 129) ..These. are. all. themes.which.

























As. is.well.known,.Mill’s.answer. to. the.problem. is. the.principle.of.
liberty,.concerning.which.he.states.the.following:
[T]he.only.part.of.the.conduct.of.anyone.for.which.he.is.amenable.to.society.
is. that.which.concerns.others .. In. the.part.which.merely.concerns.himself,.
his.independence.is,.of.right,.absolute ..Over.himself,.over.his.own.body.and.
mind,.the.individual.is.sovereign ..(On Liberty,.in.CW.XVIII,.p ..224)
It.should.be.noted,. in. the.first.place,. that. the.principle.of. liberty.stands.
very.much.apart.from.the.sort.of.underestimation.of.personal.liberty.that.





ian.perspective.and.can.serve. to. justify. the.principle.of. liberty ..As.Mill.
writes.in.On Liberty:
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ner.circumstances,.that.is,.of.individual.character,.as.well.as.of.the.broader.
historical.and.cultural.circumstances.that.influence.individual.personality ..
In. his. essay. Bentham,. Mill. criticized. his. predecessor. precisely. on. this.
point,.arguing.that.individual.character.produces.in.each.person.a.specific.
perspective:
Every.circumstance.which.gives.a.character. to. the. life.of.a.human.being,.
carries.with.it.its.peculiar.biases;.its.peculiar.facilities.for.perceiving.some.
things,.and.for.missing.or.forgetting.others ..But,. from.points.of.view.dif-
ferent. from.his,.different. things.are.perceptible;.and.none.are.more. likely.
to.have.seen.what.he.does.not.see,.than.those.who.do.not.see.what.he.sees ..
(Bentham,.in.CW.X,.pp ..90–91)



















Therefore,. Mill. offers. a. radical. criticism. of. a. certain. utilitarian. model.












































The. entire. history. of. social. improvement. has. been. a. series. of. transitions.
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III
I.will.now.turn.to.Mill’s.justification.of.the.principle.of.liberty ..Here.we.







[…]”.(On Liberty,.in.CW.XVIII,.pp ..257–258) ..Of.course.this.is.no.sur-
prise,.as.Mill’s.goal.is.precisely.to.justify.the.principle.of.liberty.in.terms.
of.his.distinctive.utilitarian.theory ..Rather,.what.is.really.noticeable.in.this.








already.accepts,. that. is,. the.existence.of. truths.and,.most.especially,. the.
truths.of.the.Christian.doctrine .8.While.one.should.not.entirely.underesti-
mate.the.tactical.element.in.Mill’s.writing,.it.must.be.recognized.that.the.













Mill. is.not. interested.here. in.a.notion.of. truth.which. is. simply. the.
property.of.some.proposition,.but.rather.in.the.modality.whereby.someone.
8.G ..Kateb,.“A.Reading.of.On Liberty”,.in.J ..S ..Mill,.On Liberty,.eds ..D ..Bromwich.
&.G ..Kateb.(New.Haven.–.London:.Yale.University.Press,.2003),.p ..42 .
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9.C ..L ..Ten,.Mill on Liberty.(Oxford:.Clarendon.Press,.1980),.p ..127 .









gested.the.general.scope ..(On Genius,.in.CW.I,.p ..337)
What.interests.me.is.Mill’s.understanding.of.these.two.states.of.the.




a. truth. from. its. real.understanding;. there. is.a.difference.between. truths.
which. remain. traditional,. truths. “which. we. have. only. been. taught. and.
learnt,.but.have.not.been.known”,.and.truths.which.one.has.really.made.
one’s.own.(On Genius,.in.CW.I,.p ..335) .10








in. its. present. unsatisfactory. state,. in. contrast. to. the. point. of. view. of. a.
higher.state.of.mind ..He.wants.us.to.see.what.a.truth.looks.like.when.its.
meaning.has.been.regained.from.the.mere.illusion.of.such.meaning ..He.




that. “the. full.meaning.cannot. be. realized.until.personal. experience.has.
brought.it.home”.(On Liberty,.in.CW.XVIII,.p ..250) ..There.is.a.contrast.
here.between.the.self.that.has.learned.from.experience.what.words.mean,.
and.the.mere.shell.of.meaning.that.impresses.itself.upon.a.mind.with.no.
10.For.a. reading.of. this. issue.connected.with.my.argument,. see.R ..H ..Haraldsson,.
“‘This.all.but.universal. illusion…’ ..Remarks.on. the.Question:.Why.Did.Mill.Write.On 
Liberty?”,.Sats – Nordic Journal of Philosophy.5,.2004,.pp ..83–109 .








p .. 250). and. the. realization. that. consolidation.of. an.opinion. contributes.
to.a.loss.of.its.internal.life,.marking.the.first.step.towards.passive.accept-







when.not. truths ..Their.meaning. is. almost. always. in.a.process.either.of.
















ishing. of. individuality ..The. “free. development. of. individuality,”. writes.
Mill,.“is.one.of.the.leading.essentials.of.well-being”:








social.progress ..(On Liberty,.in.CW.XVIII,.p ..262)
Thus.freedom.of.conduct.is.justified.insofar.as.it.promotes.individual-
ity,.which.is.as.much.an.essential.ingredient.of.happiness.as.truth.is ..Once.
























properly.their.own ..(On Liberty,.in.CW.XVIII,.p ..265)




was. to. awaken. people’s. sense. of. truth. and. their. understanding,. and. to.
make. them. realize. their. capacity. for. truth .. In.Chapter. 3,.Mill.wants. to.
awaken.the.possibility.that.we.have.desires,12.that.we.have.pleasures.of.
our. own. to. pursue .. Promoting. people’s. happiness. becomes,. for. Mill,. a.
12.This.is.how.Cavell.puts.it.in.Cities of Words.(Cambridge,.Mass .:.Harvard.Univer-
sity.Press,.2004),.p ..97 .



































to. the. transformation.of. the. self;. and.Mill.does,. in.effect,.propose. this ..
There.can.be.no.truth.or.choice. if. these.are.not. linked.to.a. transforma-
tion.of.the.self ..Knowing.the.truth.requires.such.a.transformation,.namely,.
13.J ..Rawls,.A Theory of Justice.(Cambridge,.Mass .:.Harvard.University.Press,.1971) ..
In.this.regard,.see.T ..Hurka,.Perfectionism.(New.York:.Oxford.University.Press,.1993) .
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